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Dear Billygoats,  

I feel very honoured to present to you the FCBC Easter Term Newsletter. Here you’ll find reports from every boat 

that competed on the river this term for the Club. This included a huge amount of drama in what was another fan-

tastic term of rowing; although it was kinder to some more than others. I hope you enjoy it!  

- Ross Hunter 
  FCBC Alumni & Publicity Officer 2015-16 

M1M1  Coached by Anthony Moule, Alastair Hamilton  & Robert DoeCoached by Anthony Moule, Alastair Hamilton  & Robert Doe   
This exam term has been a difficult one for M1. Having ended Lent term on such a high, we had a lot to live up to! 
Unfortunately, however, due to injuries and drop-outs, for much of the term, we were left with only 7 permanent 
members of a first crew. Despite this, we managed to enter Nottingham City Regatta, and to place 2nd in our heat, 
which gave us a place in the final. Competition was tough and we didn't make it into the top 3, but it was a great 
experience and a nice day out! In the lead up to bumps, we finally found our 8th man, but sadly too late! The 
standard of the May Bumps only improves every year, and this year wasn't ours! We will, however, go down in 
the history books as one of the few crews to get blades 
and spoons in the same year!  

   - Sammi Tarling, FCBC Captain & M1 cox 

W1 W1 Coached by Alan Marron  & Mike ParrottCoached by Alan Marron  & Mike Parrott   
W1 had a terrific term to end the year. We had the fabulous addition of Ashton from the blues boat who gave W1 
a great boost and offered some good training tips! The girls and Rob trained incredibly hard all term and through 
their exams and it certainly paid off. In 2 weeks they went from being 2 seconds slower than Emma W2 in 
Head2Head to being 19 seconds faster in Champs Eights. In May Bumps they bumped on the first 2 days, with 
Rob's steering being described as "the perfect line" by CamFM. Unfortunately on the third 2 quick bumps hap-
pened in front of them and they produced a strong row over. On the final day W1 bumped just past Billy Field to 

finish off their term in style! A massive 
thanks to Alan and Mike for their fan-
tastic coaching all term and Rob for his 
unique motivational calls and for con-
stantly keeping the girls’ spirits up. W1 
have ended up becoming one big fami-
ly this term so a big thank you to all 
the crew for making it so enjoyable! 

 - Aoife Matchett 

   FCBC Women’s Captain & W1  

   Seven-seat 



M2 M2 Coached by Mike Taylor, Alastair Hamilton & Robert DoeCoached by Mike Taylor, Alastair Hamilton & Robert Doe   
Having had an incredibly successful Lent Bumps campaign - going up three places overall - a slightly altered M2 
had a lot to live up to. M2 competed in two racing events on the lead up into May Bumps, the Cambridge Head to 
Head and the Champs Eights Head. The Head to Head saw a mediocre performance as we found our feet as a 
crew but as it happens, the Champs Head was the beginnings of our success. Being based on our bumps divisions, 
we topped our division to walk away with some very attractive pots! Just as our rhythm and coaching schedule 
came together however, exams struck and it looked as 
though the crew’s progression might be heading for a 
brick wall. It couldn’t have been further from the truth 
however, the commitment to the crew was unlike any I’d 
ever been in.  

 

This all clearly paid off as we climbed five places overall 
in May Bumps, seeing us climb back into the third divi-
sion. Starting from third in division four, we bumped 
Clare III, Kings II, Jesus III, Clare Hall I and wrapped things 

up with an easy bump on Girton II to secure our blades!  

 - Will Marks, M2 Captain & Two-seat  

W2 W2 Coached by Anna Rosa Gejlsbjerg & Matt BerginCoached by Anna Rosa Gejlsbjerg & Matt Bergin  

W2 – playfully known as Billyoncé/Carlo’s Angels – had a thoroughly enjoyable term of rowing in Mays, remain-
ing W2gether through thick and thin. During Bumps, the Angels proved their tenacity and mental strength as 
they faced their competitors in Division III. After an unfortunate crab on Day 1, we were determined to avoid be-

ing bumped again. We frustrated Clare Hall’s best attempts to catch us 
the following day. It wasn’t until Day 3 that W2 tasted glory. Spurred 
on by our riverside support, we thundered down the Reach after Pem-
broke III and caught them less than a length before the finish. By Day 4, 
exhaustion had got the better of us and the Pembroke III girls earned 
their revenge bump. Thankfully the Pimms at Billy Field more than took 
the edge off this defeat. Many thanks to our coaches: Anna-Rosa Gejls-
bjerg and Matt Bergin. Special shout out to our captain and cox, Carlo 
Lori, who organised everything beautifully, whilst keeping us enter-
tained with his Photoshop creations and ‘fact of the outing.’ Even if he 
did forget the bung on Day 3 of Bumps! 

 - Yasmin Omar, W2 Stroke-seat 

M3 & M4 M3 & M4 Coached by Jonathan Harris & Matt BerginCoached by Jonathan Harris & Matt Bergin   
The fact that 'Project' M3 and 'Beerboat' M4 managed to compete in the Getting on Race demonstrated the 
depth we have been able to built in the men's side over the year. Although neither crew qualified for the bumps, 
both crews made a valiant effort. 'Project' M3 comprised a loose group of around 15 rowers from Fitzwilliam 
with different levels of experience, but struggled to form a crew around exams, injuries, and absences. Even on 
the day of the Getting on Race 'Project M3' were a rower and a cox short with an hour to go before the race. This 
unfortunately led to an 83kg M1 rower subbing in to cox -  but in the end M3 were only a few seconds off qualify-
ing for the Bumps. It was a great effort from all involved, and certainly something to build on for next year. 
'Beerboat' M4 managed a little more training than M3 during May term. That said, none of the VIII had ever 
rowed before, and had to quickly pick it up in the weeks before the race. All normally players for FCRUFC, our 
boys had the brawn but needed to bring it together to make a real crew. They did really well – with only a couple 
of weeks to learn the ropes, and very little experience, they managed to compete (competently) in the Getting 
on Race as the first Fitzwilliam M4 for some years! 

       - Jonathan Harris, M3 ‘83kg M1 rower’ cox & M4 Coach 
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